
IHC Uniform Grades 6-8 
 
FOR THE LADIES: 

 Jumpers/Skirts: Tommy Hilfiger navy plaid Skirts/ Jumpers to be purchased through Tommy 

Hilfiger (“modesty” shorts to be worn underneath). 

 Shirts (blouses worn under jumper):  Must be light blue or white may be purchased from any 

store. 

 Polos:  Must be navy, light blue or white. Polos may be purchased from any store. Iron on IHC 

School logos are required and can be purchased at the school's main office.  

 Button up sweaters can be worn over uniforms but must be Navy blue and have IHC logo patch. 

 Pullover Navy Fleeces can be worn over uniform tops but must have IHC logos and should be 

purchased through the Tommy Hilfiger Site. Navy crew neck or Vneck sweaters with IHC logos 

are also allowed over uniform tops (must be visible). 

 Pants: Must be khaki in color and have belt loops (no pull on or elastic waist bands or cargo 

pockets). Pants may be purchased from any store.  

 Shorts: Bermuda style/length and must be khaki in color may be worn from September - 

October & April - June. 

 Belts must be worn with pants and shorts and should be brown or black in color (basic web style 

or leather - no writing or studs). 

 Socks: Socks must be worn and be neutral in color - solid navy blue, solid black, solid grey or 

solid white in color.  Socks need to be visible above the top of the shoe, and must not have any 

patterns or logos. One small logo will be allowed (ex. Nike “swoosh”, Under Armor logo, etc). 

Words, large logos, stripes, and multiple logos constitute a pattern and are not allowed.   Solid 

navy-blue tights without patterns may be worn with skirts in colder months.  

 Shoes: Boat shoes, Topsiders and “Vans” Slip on style shoes are allowed. Shoes should be 

neutral in color (brown, black, white, navy blue, or gray) No patterns allowed. Sneakers are 

allowed for gym class.  

 

FOR THE GENTLEMAN: 

 Pants: Must be khaki in color and have belt loops (no pull on or elastic waist bands or cargo 

pockets). Pants may be purchased from any store. Shorts (khaki or navy) may be worn from 

September - October & April - June. 

 Belts must be worn and must be brown or black. (Basic leather or web style allowed). 

 Polos:  Must be navy, light blue or white. Polos may be purchased from any store. Iron on IHC 

School logos are required and can be purchased at the school's main office.  

 Pullover Navy Fleeces can be worn over uniform tops but must have IHC logos and should be 

purchased through the Tommy Hilfiger Site. Navy Blue crew or V-Neck sweaters may also be 

worn over the uniform tops and must have IHC patch. Uniform shirts must be visible 

 Socks: Socks must be worn and must be solid and neutral in color - navy blue, solid black, 

grey, or solid white in color.  One small logo will be allowed (ex. Nike “swoosh”, Under Armor 

logo, etc). Words, large logos, stripes, and multiple logos constitute a pattern and are not 

allowed. They can be ankle length or higher and must not have any patterns or logos.  

 Shoes: Boat shoes, Topsiders and “Vans” Slip on style shoes are allowed. Shoes should be 

neutral in color (brown, black, white, navy blue, or gray) No patterns allowed. Sneakers are 

allowed for gym class. 
 


